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Risk

What is Risk?
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Risk

• There is no single definition of risk

• Risk is the “effect of uncertainty on objectives” and an 
effect is a positive or negative deviation from what is 
expected. (1) 

• Risks can produce positive or negative results.

• We all face many risks everyday

(1) Source: ISO 31000

http://praxiom.com/iso-31000.htm
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Risk

• Risks come in all shape and sizes

• You cannot change a risk –

• You can change the probability of the effect of the risk
• Avoid
• Embrace
• Manage

• Risk is relative
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Risk is Relative
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Risk

• What is the skateboarders risk? Reward?

• Does the positive effect of the risk outweigh the negative?

• How might our skateboarder change the probability of the 
effect of the risk?

• Common responses:
• Avoid – Eliminate exposure to the risk and its effects
• Embrace – Throw caution to the wind. Go for it - YOLO!
• Manage – Take steps to change the probabilities – wear a 

helmet and other protection, start farther down the hill, buy 
life insurance.  
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Risk

What does all this mean? 

• For any risk - you identify, evaluate and take steps to 
control the effects of the risks you encounter. 

• States and other organizations do as well!
• In other words, each of us manages risk each and every 

hour of the day, so……..  
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Risk

You are already pros at the 
process of risk management!
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Risk Management

Just like ‘risk’ there is no single definition of risk management.
• Risk management refers to a coordinated set of activities 

and methods that is used to direct an organization and to 
control the many risks that can affect its ability to achieve 
objectives. 

Or in simple terms
• Risk management is the identification, evaluation, and 

prioritization of risks followed by coordinated and 
economical application of resources to minimize, monitor, 
and control the probability or impact of unfortunate events 
or to maximize the realization of opportunities.

Source: ISO 31000

http://praxiom.com/iso-31000.htm
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Risk Management

Just like ‘risk’ there is no single definition of risk management.

• Risk management also refers to the architecture that is used 
to manage risk. This architecture includes risk management 
principles, a risk management framework, and a risk 
management process.

Source: ISO 31000

http://praxiom.com/iso-31000.htm
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State Risks

How does all this relate to States?
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States
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State Risks
States officials are exposed to a countless number of risks 
from very small risks to very large risks

• Common risks
• Project failures – construction, IT, etc.
• Credit risk – Bond rating and ability to borrow
• Safety - OSHA
• Legal Compliance – Compliance with State and Federal 

statutes (including Grants)
• Fluctuations in the Stock market
• Budgetary Risk
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State Risks
States officials are exposed to a countless number of risks 
from very small risks to very large risks

• Less Common Risks
• Natural disasters – floods, hurricanes, volcanoes
• Terrorist attacks

What is the State responsible for? 
How do State Officials deal with all the risks they face?
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State’s responsibilities
Oversight Group/Legislature/Executive Branch
—Primary responsibility for risk management – not the auditors 

- Group should work at an Enterprise Wide Level to create an effective control 
environment including a culture of honesty and ethical behavior
—setting the proper tone; 
—creating a positive workplace environment; 
—identifying, prioritizing and responding to entity wide risks;
—creating entity wide risk policies – litigation, harassment, insurance, etc.;
—hiring, training and promoting appropriate employees; and
—moving down the Enterprise Risk Management continuum

—If leadership establishes and enforces a strong internal control environment 
the impact of identified risks will be reduced.
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State’s responsibilities
Agency/Department Level Management

- Management should place a strong emphasis on internal controls over the 
business processes within their Department/Agency including those that focus 
on risks
—identifying, prioritizing and responding to Agency/Department risks;
—identifying, prioritizing and responding to process level risks;
—commitment to a linking risks to controls/control processes;
—implement appropriate controls/control procedures

- Consider cost/benefit of controlling individual risks
—Fraud controls
—Compliance controls – allowable grant expenditures
—Reconciliation controls – financial reporting.

—If a strong system of internal controls is established and the system is 
tested adequately by internal and external auditors, the strength of the 
system will help reduce the effects of identified risks.
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Levels of Risk Management and Information

Enterprise Level 

Agency, Department, 
or Functional Level 

Process Level

Enterprise Risks  are 
included in the Priority 
Risks of the 
Government
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Example Strategic risk action status scorecard

SR9

SR8

SR7

SR6

SR5

SR4

SR3

SR2

SR1

Risk 
No

Owner Next steps / completion date
Actions deferred or past completion 

date
StatusRisk Description

Failure to manage and meet city 
expectations

Failure to recruit and retain key team / 
office in support of business plan

Failure to manage adequately a major 
client conflict

A major and prolonged pan-European / 
Asian economic downturn

Infrastructure and systems do not 
adequately support current and future 
needs of the business

Lack of management team capacity to 
deliver the business plan

Failure to make appropriate investment 
decisions and integrate successfully

Failure to respond to changing client 
needs (geographic/services)

A major and successful claim against the 
business which is uninsured or in excess 
of Professional Indemnity (PI) cover

2
1
1

10
10
10

10
10
10

10
10
10

10
10
10

10
10
10

10
10
10

10
10
10

10
10
10

Next level of risks 
specific to business unit 
or functional level, but 
mapped and linked to 
priority enterprise risks

Company 
Risk Ref

Local 
Risk 
Ref

Risk Source Risk Type Risk Description
Probability Impact 

Risk 
Score

Existing Risk 
Treatment

 Existing 
Treatment 

Cost
Probability Impact 

Risk 
Score

Action for Further 
Risk Treatment

Action 
costs

Unique ID No Where is the 
source of the 

risk?
See Risk 
Source

What is the 
nature of the 

risk?        
See Risk 

Type

What might occur and the impact if  it 
does?

(1=Rare, 
2=unlikely, 

3=moderate, 
4=likely, 
5=almost 
certain)       

See Risk 
Scoring

(1=Minor, 
2=moderate, 
3=signif icant, 

4=major, 
5=catastrophic)                                                

See Risk 
Scoring

Do nothing 
in this 
colomn       

X

What existing processes 
/ controls are in place to 

manage the risk?

What is the 
est. cost of 

these 
treatments

(1=Rare, 
2=unlikely, 

3=moderate, 
4=likely, 
5=almost 
certain)       

See  Risk 
Scoring

(1=Minor, 
2=moderate, 
3=signif icant, 

4=major, 
5=catastrophic)                                                

See Risk 
Scoring

Do nothing 
in this 
colomn       

X

Consider w hether 
further risk treatment is 

necessary in 
accordance w ith 

w hether the residual risk 
is Red, Amber or Green.

See Risk Scoring 

What is the 
est. cost of 

these 
treatments?

CR9 AS4 Ext Sources Finance If County level local Government is 
abolished there might be the potential 
loss of business affecting revenue 
generation 4 4

28 Developing relationships 
w ith the Districts and 
Private Sector customers 
w ho w ould take over the 
activities to influence 
transfer of activity

4 3

24 No further action can be 
identif ied.

CR19 AS15 A/Relationships Finance Failure of partnership w ith LCC might 
lead to cancellation of the contract 
and loss of future revenue 2 5

26 Regional infrastructure 
designed to carefully 
manage deliverables 
under contract and 
customer relationship 
strategy in place

1 5

23 No further action can be 
identif ied.

CR1 HR1 Ext Sources Governance Externalisation of LCC w ould result in 
loss of services by both National and 
local politically driven initiatives 
affecting revenue generation

3 3

21 Efforts are being made to 
sell these services to 

other customers as it has 
been proven that there is 

market

£20K pa

3 3

21 No further action can be 
taken 

CR3 HR3 Ext Sources Finance Loss of business for Options 
Services ow ing to Government 
changes in funding mechanisms and 
market changes resulting in a loss of 
revenue stream

4 3

24 Find new  partners and 
consider changes of 
ow nership of service

<£10K

3 3

21 Discussions are ongoing 
w ith the Council for them 
to pick up any shortfall

CR4 IT1 Resource Mgt Technology Loss of IT capability w ould mean that 
service streams reliant on technology 
w ould be halted effecting KPIs and 
the Region w ould not be able to pay 
our suppliers etc.

3 4

25 In negotiation w ith Logica 
re IT disaster recovery 
and some documented 

processes w ithin service 
streams on behalf of 

service delivery to the 
Council.

£50K 
regionally

3 3

21 Service streams to 
identify and document 
manual processes to be 
held w ithin SAP manual 
in the event of loss of  IT.

CR10 AS5 A/Relationships Integrity The political corruption issue w ithin 
the Council betw een the Leader and 
CE might mean that the company is 
caught in the middle leading to 
potential loss of business and long 
term delay in decision making for 
existing business  

4 3

24 Provide support to Senior 
Off icers and CE by 
providing suff icient 
information to make 
decisions that could 
otherw ise be delayed

3 3

21 No further action can be 
identif ied as this is 
outside of Regions 
control

CR13 AS8 Strategic Mgt 
Process

Finance Regional parochialism might lead to 
loss of business opportunity and 
eff iciency of w orking resulting in 
duplication of effort and cost

4 3

24 Cross regional w orking 
groups being established 
eg Sales, SDMs and 
Operational Managers.

3 3

21 Continuing to participate 
in w orking groups and 
influence strategy and 
approach at a company 
level

CR5 AS1 Ext Sources Int Environ In the event of a f ire, f lood, or loss of 
pow er to Mill House the Region 
w ould be unable to provide services 
to LCC and other customers

1 4

19 No business continuity 
plans currently in place

1 4

19 Business Continuity Plan 
to be developed

CR6 PR1 Ext Sources Reputation Failure of a building design by the 
Property Team may result in injury to 
occupants eg new  school resulting in 
liability claims 2 5

26 Professionally qualif ied 
staff employed and 

placement of professional 
indemnity and public 

liability insurance.  Use of 
contracts to limit liability.

1 4

19 No further action can be 
identif ied

CR7 CA2 Service Streams Compliance Failure in compliance w ith food 
safety may result in food poisoning 
leading to liability claims

2 5
26 Continued staff training 

and compliance w ith 
Hygiene Legislation

1 4
19 No further action be 

identif ied

CR11 AS6 Ext Sources Finance The company is not hitting its 
f inancial target might lead to Terra 
Firma removing f inancial support 
resulting in no funding being available 
to support the delivery of the 
business plans

2 4

22 Identify alternative 
funding opportunities and 
developing alternative 
w ays of developing 
business regionally

2 3

18 No further action can be 
identif ied regionally - 
discussions on 
corporate strategy to be 
progressed

CR15 S4 Markets Finance The company's strategic bid strategy 
for major PPP contracts might mean 
that the Region is not considered for 
smaller new  business by the Council 

3 3

21 Specif ic services for 
marketing have been 
identif ied and marketing 
proposals are being 
developed

2 3

18 Continue to develop an 
active marketing plan but 
w ill not be resolved until 
new  business is w on in 
this area

CR17 AS12 Ext Sources Finance A staff lottery syndicate w inning 
might lead to loss of a total team 
capability resulting in inability to 
deliver service

2 3

18 An issue w here 
management intervention 
is considered to be 
inappropriate because of 
personal rights

2 3

18 No further action can be 
identif ied

GROSS Risk Assessment RESIDUAL Risk Assessment
Risk Categorisation (Prior to the influence of treatment) (After the influence of treatment)

RISK IDENTIFICATION RISK ASSESSMENT  

Process level risks  may be 
identified as part of the 
following:  

Compliance, Privacy, 
Security, etc.

Risk information supports:

 Strategic plan initiatives

 Decisions regarding financial priorities, capital 
allocation and program initiatives

 Monitoring and reporting of risk information to 
management and the Oversight Board

Risk information supports:

 Identification and understanding of 
agency/departmental/functional specific risks

 Agency/Departmental/Functional focus on gaps, 
mitigation and action plans to remediate

 Internal Audit Plan and focus on processes

Process Risk supports:

 Understanding operational risks in the process, or 
application level. Status and  mitigation of gaps

 More efficient co-ordination of Internal Audit
and External Audit testing

Detailed Risk Information 
related to Level Detailed Risk information supports
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State’s Responsibilities

So what’s all this mean?!? 
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State’s Responsibilities
Risk management is the identification, evaluation, and 
prioritization of risks followed by coordinated and economical 
application of resources to minimize, monitor, and control the 
probability or impact of unfortunate events or to maximize the 
realization of opportunities.

• Identification of risks
• Prioritization of Risks
• Response to Risks

• Avoid
• Embrace
• Manage
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Identification of Selected Risks

Strategic Operations Financial & Compliance
Planning & Resource 

Allocation 
Organizational structure 
Strategic planning 
Budgeting and forecasting 
Capital planning 
Cost management 
 IT planning 
Resource planning 

Reputation with 
Stakeholders 
Taxpayers 
Businesses
Community/Citizens
Vendors – Pay to Play

Revenue Enhancement 
Tax limitations
Fees. Fines, etc.
Proprietary activities/Gambling
Strategic partnerships (P3)
Technology Transfer 

External Dynamics 
Public Pressure
Crime/Guns
 Illegal Immigration
Economic factors 
 Interest rates
Opioid Crisis

Facilities
Disaster preparedness
Maintenance and condition
Construction/Infrastructure
Safety and security

Service Provision
Education
Health/Social services
Transportation
Colleges/Universities
Health Care Facilities

Information Technology
 Information Security
Data Privacy
Change management
System implementation
Automated application controls
Management reporting 

Student Services
Student Wellness
Student rights and 

responsibilities
Financial aid
Organizations and activities
Recreational and athletic centers
 International and immigration

Governance
Legislature oversight
Ethics
Conflicts of Interest 
Code of conduct
Fraud

Colleges/Health Care 
Facilities
Sexual litigation
Enrollment/Tuition
Graduation Rates
Healthcare Reform 
Patient care / quality 
Health information & HIPAA 
Medical Malpractice 

Financial and Accounting 
Budgeting
Cash management 
 Investments 
Debt management 
Collections 
Risk management and 

insurance – Self-insurance
Procurement 
Payroll 
Grant accounting
Unfunded Pension/OPEB

Legal & Regulatory 
Activities
Privacy and confidentiality 
Security
Federal/State
Contract
Environmental
Labor
Securities and Exchange 

(SEC)
 IRS

Human Resources
Succession Planning
Hiring and termination
Unions
Ability to retain key talent
Compensation and benefits
Performance evaluations
FLSA, OSHA compliance 
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Identification of Overarching Risks
Media/Press Risk Re-election Risk Political Risk
What will the 
Headlines say?

Risk of bad press
Spinning the story
Short or long term 
news cycle

How will this impact 
the election?

Risk of job 
loss/support
Campaign 
contribution impact
Impact on party 
candidates

How much 
blowback will I 
get?

Risk of 
overwhelming heat
My party’s 
reaction
The other party’s 
reaction

How will this 
impact other 
initiatives/plans I 
have?

Risk of damage to 
other priorities
Impact on 
negotiations on 
other initiatives
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Prioritization of Risks
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Probability and Impact

High impact

Low probability High probability

Low impact

Low 
probability, 
High impact

High 
probability, 
High impact

Low 
probability, 
Low impact

High 
probability, 
Low impact

Prioritization of Risks - Mapping
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Example Probability Description
Risk rating criteria

Almost certain — Event is expected to occur in most circumstances
— Probable of occurring in any year

Likely — Event will probably occur in most circumstances
— High likelihood of occurring in any year.

Moderate — Event should occur at some time
— Likely of occurring in any year

Unlikely — Event could occur at some time
— Unlikely of occurring in any year

Rare — May occur but only in exceptional circumstances
— Remote chance of occurring in any year 
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Critical — Catastrophic impact on financial condition [quantitative]
— Extremely negative publicity [qualitative]
— Impact on reputation of State/State Officials
— Impact on re-election chances
— Assigned to the Executive leadership for resolution

Major — Major impact on financial condition
— Serious negative impact on reputation due to long term bad publicity
— Delegated to Senior Management for resolution

Moderate — Moderate impact on financial condition
— Short-term impact on reputation
— Delegated to Middle Management for resolution
— Consequences can be absorbed in the short-term

Minor — Minor impact on financial condition
— Potential short-term impact on reputation
— Delegated to Junior Management for resolution
— Consequences can be absorbed under normal operating conditions

Insignificant — Minimal impact on financial condition
— No impact on reputation
— Junior Management/line staff to resolve

Example Impact Description
Risk rating criteria
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Response to Risks

• Avoid – Effectively eliminate possibility of a risk and its 
impacts

• Don’t do the activity from which the risk flows
• Don’t Skateboard
• Don’t invest in the stock market

• Embrace – Gain an understanding of the risk and its impact 
and accept both

• Do nothing
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Response to Risks

• Manage - Gain an understanding of the risk and its impact 
and take action to balance the risk, its impacts and the 
costs of the action

• Wear a helmet when skateboarding
• Buy car, life, health insurance
• Implement internal controls and risk reduction (fraud) programs
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Analysis of Inherent Risks
Inherent Risks - Risk of doing business

• Identification:
• Lawsuits
• High Profile Transactions – P-3, Lease-Buyback, Interest Rate 

Swaps
• Related Party transactions
• Public scrutiny
• Buildings

• Prioritization based on impact/probability:
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Probability and Impact

High impact

Low probability High probability

Low impact

Low 
probability, 
High impact

High 
probability, 
High impact

Low 
probability, 
Low impact

High 
probability, 
Low impact

Prioritization of Risks - Mapping
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Analysis of Inherent Risks
Inherent Risks - Risks of doing business

• Responses:
• Insure against selected risks
• Accept risk: Self-Insure = no insurance
• Avoid High Profile transactions/mitigate risk through use of 

specialist/experts
• Control and scrutinize Related Party Transactions
• Employ/consult specialists in analyzing risks
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Analysis of Internal Control Risks
Internal Control Risk – risk that controls are not in place or not 
adequate to effectively manage identified risks
• Identification: risks related to day to day operations that 

have no corresponding control points
• Lack of/ineffective control over

• Budgets – statutory compliance
• Segregation of duties - fraud
• Account Reconciliation reviews – financial 

operations/reporting
• Theft of cash/assets - fraud

• Prioritization based on impact/probability:
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Probability and Impact

High impact

Low probability High probability

Low impact

Low 
probability, 
High impact

High 
probability, 
High impact

Low 
probability, 
Low impact

High 
probability, 
Low impact

Prioritization of Risks - Mapping
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Analysis of Internal Control Risks
Internal Control Risk – risk that controls are not in place or not 
adequate to effectively manage identified risks
• Responses:

• Hard to avoid risks at this level – except to get out of business 
segments

• Stop taking cash for payments (but creates other risks to be 
addressed)

• Implement IT/manual controls linked to selected risks – where 
benefit exceeds cost

• Accept impact of risk – where benefit exceeds cost
• Involve Internal Auditors to refine risk and response
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Analysis of Compliance Risks

Compliance Risk – risk that controls are not in place or not 
adequate to effectively manage compliance risks
• Identification: compliance risks have no corresponding 

control points
• Lack of/ineffective control over

• Federal laws and regulation – statutory compliance
• Financial (IRS, SEC) and non-financial (OSHA)

• Federal grants
• IRS, DOL
• Union Contracts 

• Prioritization based on impact/probability:
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Probability and Impact

High impact

Low probability High probability

Low impact

Low 
probability, 
High impact

High 
probability, 
High impact

Low 
probability, 
Low impact

High 
probability, 
Low impact

Prioritization of Risks - Mapping
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Analysis of Compliance Risks
Compliance Risk– risk that controls are not in place or not 
adequate to effectively manage compliance risks
• Response - Combination of higher level and process level 

controls
• Hard to avoid risks at this level – many are inherent type risks

• Higher Level Controls
• Implement Compliance Policy
• Establish Compliance Department
• Schedule Internal Audit Reviews
• Involve experts – often specialized legal resources

• Bond attorneys, OSHA experts, Union contract resources
• Accept risk where cost exceeds benefits
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Analysis of Compliance Risks
Compliance Risk– risk that controls are not in place or not 
adequate to effectively manage compliance risks
• Response - Combination of higher level and process level 

controls
• Process Level Controls

• Implement IT/manual controls linked to selected risks –
where benefit exceeds costs

• Payroll compliance – employee use of cars, other perks
• Grant compliance – allowability, reporting
• Bond Arbitrage – IRS compliance
• Investment policy compliance – authorized investments
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Analysis of Fraud Risks

Fraud Risks - controls are not in place or not adequate to 
effectively manage potential fraud risk
• Identification - risks related to potential fraud have no 

corresponding control points
• Lack of consideration of controls to prevent

• Employee Theft
• Fraudulent time/expense reporting
• Fraudulent reporting to federal government
• Fraudulent External Financial reporting
• Medicaid Fraud

• Prioritization based on impact/probability:
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Probability and Impact

High impact

Low probability High probability

Low impact

Low 
probability, 
High impact

High 
probability, 
High impact

Low 
probability, 
Low impact

High 
probability, 
Low impact

Prioritization of Risks - Mapping
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Analysis of Fraud Risk

Fraud Risk - controls are not in place or not adequate to 
effectively manage potential fraud risk
• Response - Combination of higher level and process level 

controls
• Hard to avoid risks at this level
• Higher Level Controls

• Hotlines, e-mail boxes, web portals
• Policy – required vacations
• Internal Audit Reviews
• Payroll/vendor set up controls
• IT controls – access, passwords, etc.
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Analysis of Fraud Risk

Fraud Risk, continued
• Response - Combination of higher level and process level 

controls
• Process Level Controls

• Implement controls linked to selected risks – where benefit 
exceeds costs

• Payroll/Vendor setup
• Dual check signers/Wire transfers
• Door Locks
• IT application controls

• Accept risk where cost exceeds benefit
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Auditor
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Auditor Responsibility
External Auditors are not part of the State’s internal control 
system or its risk management program.

• Auditors’ Responsibility – “Our responsibility is to plan and 
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about 
whether the financial statements are free from material 
misstatement.”

• Much more narrow than the State’s responsibility for risk 
management.

• However, auditors do plan for and evaluate individual risks 
as they map to the overall objective – i.e. the risks 
associated with a specific balance or transaction.
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Auditor Risks
Auditors should be planning the audit to assess risks 
impacting the State that could result in a material 
misstatement.

• Identification
• Assessment
• Response
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Auditor Risks
Inherent Risk - Risk that exists in the business due to its 
structure or operations

• Identification:
• Control Environment/Tone at the Top
• Application of technology – highly automated or manual
• Management Integrity – Background checks
• Higher risk operations/transactions – Convention centers, 

Sports Stadiums/Derivatives, Alternative Investments
• Revenue Base/Liability Management (Pension, OPEB)
• Establishment of fraud prevention programs
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Auditor Risks
Inherent Risk - Risk that exists in the business due to its 
structure or operations
Assessment:
• Application of technology – highly automated or manual

• Automated bookkeeping
• Technology drives business – Lotteries, POS systems
• IT environment – On-site operations, cloud based, service provider

• Higher risk operations/transactions – Convention centers, Sports 
Stadiums/Derivatives, Alternative Investments

• Management’s ability to oversee operations
• Management’s familiarity with transactions

• Revenue Base/Liability Management (Pension, OPEB)
• Management’s ability to ‘manage’ major challenges
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Auditor Risks
• Response:

• Adjust testing plan – timing, nature and extent of tests
• Engage experts to assist in technical areas
• Communication of Fraud programs
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Auditor Risks
Internal Control Risk - risk that a material misstatement could 
occur and not be prevented, or detected and corrected, on a 
timely basis by the State’s internal control system.
• Identification

• Management emphasis on strong internal controls
• Integration of risk controls within the established system of 

internal controls
• Specific controls over higher risk areas – liquid/movable assets
• Implementation of fraud identification, prevention and reporting 

programs
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Auditor Risks
Internal Control Risk
• Assessment:

• Management emphasis on strong internal controls
• Control awareness/importance
• Type and extent of documentation

• Integration of risk controls within the established system of internal 
controls

• Extent of process documentation/control narrative
• Specific controls over higher risk areas – liquid/movable assets

• Process documentation – commensurate with risks in areas
• Implementation of fraud identification, prevention and reporting 

programs
• Documentation demonstrating alignment with entity wide programs
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Auditor Risks
Internal Control Risk

• Response:
• Assess adequacy of formal documentation/processes
• Determine whether controls are designed and implemented
• Test identified controls
• Evaluate and conclude on effectiveness of controls
• Adjust testing plan accordingly
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Auditor Risks
Detection Risk - risk the audit procedures would not detect a 
material misstatement in the financial statements or Federal 
program

• Identification:
• Integration of risk detection controls within the established 

system of internal controls
• Specific management review controls
• Implementation of feedback controls – exception reporting 

follow up
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Auditor Risks
Detection Risk - risk the audit procedures would not detect a 
material misstatement in the financial statements or Federal 
program
• Assessment:

• Integration of risk detection controls within the established 
system of internal controls

• Formal documentation/inquiry and observation
• Specific management review controls

• Process documentation and observation
• Implementation of feedback controls – exception reporting 

follow up
• Process documentation, review of control operation
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Auditor Risks
Detection Risk - risk the audit procedures would not detect a 
material misstatement in the financial statements or Federal 
program
• Response:

• Assess adequacy of formal documentation
• Determine whether controls are designed and implemented
• Test identified controls
• Evaluate and conclude on effectiveness of controls
• Adjust testing plan accordingly
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Auditor Risks
Fraud Risk - risk that a material misstatement in the financial 
statements or Federal program resulted from potential fraud 
(intentional) as opposed to error (unintentional).

• Auditor’s direct responsibility for planning the audit relates 
only to 

• Financial reporting process
• Misappropriation of assets

• Auditor has indirect responsibility if information comes to 
auditor’s attention.

• The auditor’s job is not to look for or catch immaterial fraud.
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Auditor Risks
Fraud Risk - risk that a material misstatement in the financial 
statements or Federal program resulted from potential fraud 
(intentional) as opposed to error (unintentional).

• Identification:
• Fraud risk controls within the overall system of internal controls
• Specific controls over potential fraud risk areas –

liquid/movable assets, payroll, overtime, receivables, payables
• Consider Common Red Flags/fraud risk factors
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Auditor Risks
Fraud Risk - risk that a material misstatement in the financial 
statements or Federal program resulted from potential fraud 
(intentional) as opposed to error (unintentional)
• Assessment:

• Fraud risk controls within the overall system of internal controls
• Adequacy of design, implementation and operation

• Specific controls over potential fraud risk areas –
liquid/movable assets, payroll, overtime, receivables, payables

• Properly designed and implemented to address identified 
risks

• Consider Common Red Flags/Fraud Risk Factors
• Have common items been considered in establishing system 

of controls
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Auditor Risks
Fraud Risk - risk that a material misstatement in the financial 
statements or Federal program resulted from potential fraud 
(intentional) as opposed to error (unintentional)
• Response:

• Adjust nature, timing and extent of audit testing
• Match higher level audit personnel with higher risk areas 
• Use stronger tests/obtain stronger evidence
• Agree with client to report observations where fraud indicators 

are observed – inquiry and observation
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What Should Auditors Consider
Discuss Risk and the Responsibilities

- Oversight Group
- Management 
- Internal Audit
- External Audit

Key Messages
— Leaders must lead the effort
— Risks need to be identified at the appropriate level – entity wide, Agency/Department, process

- Appropriate internal controls linked to risks need to be established and implemented
— The risk identification and management process is time consuming, not a part time job and not 

static.
— Internal auditors should be part of the system of internal control and the risk management 

process
— External auditors are not part of an entity’s system of internal control or risk management 

process
- But external auditors can be part of testing the process over and above the audit standard



Questions
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